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COVID-19 
Response 
Snapshot

▪ State of Provincial Emergency extended to May 26, 2020

▪ Numerous Public Health and Emergency Orders remain in effect

▪CCRD Regional EOC (R-EOC) remains activated

▪BC Restart Plan released by Provincial Government

▪ BC Restart Plan indicates a relaxing of orders and modified 
guidelines as early as next week

▪CCRD’s Emergency Program Act powers remain suspended in 
relation to the pandemic response

▪First Nations in central coast maintain active local EOC’s and 
emergency non-essential/non-resident travel restrictions

▪Confusion and uncertainty as to provincial and federal support 
of travel restrictions



Difference Between Orders

The Minister of Public Safety and Solicitor General has the ability to enact powers under the 

B.C. Emergency Program Act. These powers allow the government to do things such as 

secure critical supply chains to make sure people have access to essential goods and 

services, and that infrastructure necessary in a response is readily available.

The Public Health Officer has the ability to enact powers under the B.C. Public Health Act. 

This act provides the minister, public health officials, regional health authorities, local 

governments, and others with important tools such as up-to-date information gathering 

abilities, modern inspection and ordering abilities and measures necessary to respond to 

public health emergencies.



Current CCRD pandemic response focus

1. to ensure CCRD essential services and core operations continuity

2. to support all of health authority, PREOC and First Nation driven responses to the pandemic

3. to support CCRD Board in policy direction development and advocacy efforts 

4. to support coordination of response needs between communities where helpful and on behalf 

of communities where needed. 



Presentation Focus

Highlights of BC Restart Plan to assist CCRD 

Board in policy guidance over CCRD pandemic 

response both operationally and regionally





FROM DR. BONNIE HENRY

Preamble to BC 
Restart Plan:

“we have united 
in a singular 
purpose – to 

flatten our curve”



BC’s 
Modelling: 
today
HAVING ‘FLATTENED THE 
CURVE’ THROUGH 70% 
PHYSICAL DISTANCING



BC’s Modelling:
if back to normal

“….a return to pre-COVID-19 

normal in our social  interactions 

would have a disastrous effect, 

dramatically increasing infections, 

undoing our combined efforts and 

putting people at risk”. 



BC’s 
Modelling: 
at 80% of 
normal
“EVEN AT 80% THERE 
COULD BE A 
SIGNIFICANT SPIKE IN 
TRANSMISSIONS”.  



BC’s 
Modelling: 
at 60% of 
normal 
“WE CAN DOUBLE  THE 
AMOUNT OF SOC IAL  
CONTACTS  WE HAVE NOW 
AND ST I LL  FLATTEN THE 
CURVE”.  



BC’s Modelling: 
70% physical distancing (today) vs. 40% physical distancing (suggested goal)



BC Restart Plan: Absence of Modelling for 
Remote Communities

The modelling presented 
in the BC Restart Plan 

does not provide 
information on risks of 
transmission specific to 
remote communities 

Rather, like the pandemic 
response, the BC Restart 
Plan favours an ‘all of 
province’ approach



BC Restart Plan  Remote Communities 



BC Restart Plan  Remote Communities 



BC Restart Plan – How to Keep Transmissions Low:  
What the new plan means for the public

Stay at home and keep a safe 
distance from family when you have 
cold or flu symptoms, including 
coughing, sneezing, runny nose, sore 
throat and fatigue. 

No handshaking or hugs outside of 
your household. 

Practice good hygiene, e.g., regular 
hand washing, avoiding touching 
your face, covering coughs and 
sneezes, disinfect frequently touched 
surfaces. 

Keep physical distancing, as much as 
possible, when in the community; 
and where not possible, consider 
using a non-medical mask or face 
covering.



BC Restart Plan – How to Keep Transmissions Low: 
What the new plan means for the public

Only get together in small groups of around 2–6 people and keep 
a physical distance. 

Stay home and away from others if you have cold or flu symptoms. 

And in personal settings, when you’re seeing friends and family who don’t live with you: 



BC Restart Plan –
How to Keep 
Transmissions Low: 
What the new plan 
means for CCRD 



BC Restart Plan –
How to Keep 
Transmissions Low: 
What the new plan 
means for CCRD 

Steps can be taken to reduce the risk, 
including: 

Physical distancing measures – measures to reduce the 
density of people. 

Engineering controls – physical barriers (like plexiglass at 
checkouts), or increased ventilation. 

Administrative controls – clear rules and guidelines. 

Personal protective equipment – e.g. use of non-medical 
masks.



BC Restart Plan –
How to Keep 

Transmissions Low: 
What the new plan 

means for CCRD 

Recommended measures: 

Create clear workplace policies that ensure 
people with cold or flu symptoms do not 
come to work. 

Implement sick day policies that allow people 
to be off or work safely from home when they 
are ill or have symptoms of a cold or flu. 



BC Restart Plan –
How to Keep 

Transmissions Low: 
What the new plan 

means for CCRD 

Recommended measures: 

Provide work from home options, when possible, to 
reduce contact intensity. When it’s not an option, 
consider measures such as staggered shifts and virtual 
meetings as much as possible. 

Implement strategies that reduce the number and 
intensity of contacts – from greater use of non-
medical masks to more checkouts and increased 
shopping hours. 



BC Restart Plan –
How to Keep 

Transmissions Low: 
what the new plan 

means for CCRD 

Recommended measures: 

Clean “high-touch” areas in workplaces and retail outlets 
frequently and provide hand sanitizer at entrances. 

Focus on higher-risk employees including those 60+ and 
those with underlying medical conditions – from more 
flexible hours, to work from home options and workspace 
accommodation. 



BC Restart Plan – Phased Approach 

“For the different organizational sectors to move forward, they will be asked to develop 

enhanced protocols aligned with the Public Health and Safety Guidelines. A cross-ministry 

committee of deputy ministers will monitor the process and ensure overall alignment with Public 

Health and Safety Guidelines and WorkSafeBC. The Provincial Health Officer will continue to 

provide input and advice, as needed, throughout the review process. In some instances, this will 

require consideration by the Provincial Health Officer of lifting or modifying existing orders 

before certain businesses re-open. Businesses and organizations that are not covered by a PHO 

order may re-open or continue to operate, but they will be expected to adopt and implement 

sector safety plans as they are finalized.”



BC Restart Plan – Phased Approach 
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BC Restart Plan – Phased Approach 

The BC Restart Plan also includes high-
level guidance on:
-Reopening BC Schools
-Reopening Childcare and summer 
camps

-Expanding Public Transit Services



Principles 
Guiding BC 
Restart Plan

1. Staying informed, being 

prepared and following public 

health advice; 

2. Practising good hygiene – hand 

hygiene, avoid touching your face 

and respiratory etiquette; 



Principles 
Guiding BC 
Restart Plan

3. Staying at home and away from 
others if you are feeling ill – with no 
exceptions – whether for school, work 
or socializing; 

4. Maintaining physical distancing 
outside the household, e.g., no 
handshakes or hugs, keeping your 
number of contacts low and keeping a 
safe distance; 



Principles 
Guiding BC 
Restart Plan

5. Making necessary contacts safer 

with appropriate controls, e.g., 

using plexiglass barriers or 

redesigning spaces; 

6. Increasing cleaning of frequently 

touched surfaces at home and 

work; 



Principles 
Guiding BC 
Restart Plan

7. Considering the use of non-

medical masks in situations where 

physical distancing cannot be 

maintained, such as on transit or 

while shopping; and, 

8. Continuing to minimize non-

essential personal travel.


